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Abstract A skeleton is a global shape descriptor that aims
to characterize the general appearance of an object to facilitate
object classification. Various ways for defining the skeleton of
a polygon have been proposed in the literature. Yet, in some
cases, these previously proposed skeletons may not intuitively
resemble the original polygons and cannot be a good shape de-
scriptor. This research proposes a new definition of skeletons for
modeling polygons. The proposed skeleton is termed the area-
trimmed (A-trimmed) skeleton. In modeling the global shape of
polygons, the A-trimmed skeleton performs much better than
other skeletons proposed in the literature. The A-trimmed skele-
ton can be applied in group technology and facilitate tasks such
as punched-part design and fixture design.

Keywords Global shape descriptor · Group technology ·
Medial axis · Polygon · Skeleton

1 Introduction

A skeleton is a global shape descriptor intended to concisely
model the general appearance of a 2D/3D object. One appli-
cation of skeletons is group technology (GT), in which objects
are automatically clustered into groups based on the similarity
of their skeletons. Such an application implies that the skele-
tons should resemble the global shape of the modeled objects as
closely as possible. The applications of GT based on skeletons
include part design [1, 2] and modular fixture design [3].

The concept of a skeleton was first proposed by Blum [4] in
1967. According to Blum’s definition, the skeleton of a 2D object
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is the locus of the centers of all of the maximally inscribed circles
of the object. The skeleton so defined is called the medial axis
transform (MAT). The MAT can be derived by a “grass-firing”
method [5]. Imagining a 2D object as a patch of grass, we sim-
ultaneously set the border of the patch on fire. The fire moves
like a wave until the grassland is burned. The MAT of the object
is the set of points where two or more wavefronts meet together
(Fig. 1). Some other algorithms for deriving the MAT can be re-
ferred to in [6–8].

The MAT representation has two drawbacks. First, the skele-
ton may be more complex than its original polygon. As shown
in Fig 1, the L-shaped polygon comprises only six line seg-
ments, yet its skeleton involves nine segments and one of them
is a curved segment. Second, two polygons with similar global
shapes may produce dissimilar skeletons. As shown in Fig. 2, the
three polygons are similar in shape and only vary by the position
of the protrusion on the block; yet their MATs differ signifi-
cantly in the topology and the number of skeleton links. These
phenomena can cause inappropriate results in object clustering
applications.

The fire propagation model in [5] is wave-based and may cre-
ate curved segments on the MAT of a polygon. To overcome the
drawbacks, Bookstein [9] proposed an offset-based fire propaga-

Fig. 1. MAT of an L-
shaped object
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Fig. 2. MAT is sensitive to the variation of geometric features in a polygon

tion mode, which does not produce curved segments, yet might
produce a null skeleton (an empty set) for some polygons [10].

To overcome the null skeleton problem, Wu and Chen [10]
proposed a ray-based fire propagation model. The associated
skeleton is termed the ray-based complete skeleton (or simply
the ray-based skeleton). The ray-based skeleton in general looks
more complex than the original polygon. For example, the ray-
based skeleton of a six-edge polygon involves nine line segments
(Fig. 3b). A method is therefore proposed for trimming the ray-
based skeleton [10]. The skeleton links to be trimmed away are
like leaves on a tree. We therefore name the process as “leaf-
trimming”, and the resulting skeleton (Fig. 3c) is called the leaf-
trimmed skeleton.

The leaf-trimmed skeleton may not quite resemble the ori-
ginal polygon (Fig. 3a). Wu, Chen, and Jen [11] therefore pro-
posed another trimming method for removing more skeleton
links. The resulting skeleton is called the graft-trimmed skeleton
(Fig. 3d), which appears to be a better global shape descrip-
tor than the leaf-trimmed skeleton. However, the graft-trimming
method appears only applicable to rectilinear polygons (poly-
gons where each corner measures 90◦).

This paper presents a new trimming method that can ef-
fectively prune the ray-based skeletons for both rectilinear and

Fig. 3a–d. The ray-based skeleton of an L-shaped polygon. a The fire propa-
gation model. b The ray-based skeleton. c The leaf-trimmed skeleton. d The
graft-trimmed skeleton

non-rectilinear polygons. The new trimming method is called
area-based trimming (A-trimming). After testing many exam-
ples, the A-trimming skeleton appears to be a better global
shape descriptor of 2D polygons than those proposed in the
literature.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Sect. 2
reviews the algorithm for deriving the ray-based skeleton pro-
posed in [10]. Section 3 presents the A-trimming method. Sec-
tion 4 analyzes the properties of the A-trimmed skeleton and
other skeletons proposed in the literature; some of the tested
examples are also illustrated. Concluding remarks are given in
Sect. 5.

2 Ray-based fire propagation model

The ray-based fire propagation model and the skeletonization
algorithm, proposed in [10], are briefly described here. The leaf-
trimming method [10] and the graft-trimming method [11] are
also illustrated.

2.1 Fire propagation model

The ray-based fire propagation model of a polygon P is based on
the following four rules.

Rule 1: edge-moving. Any edge on polygon P should propagate
along its inward normal at a uniform speed.

Rule 2: vertex moving. Any corner vertex on polygon P should
move along the bisector of its angle.

Rule 3: interior point moving. Any interior point (X) on an edge
(V1V2) should move along a path that is the linear inter-
polation of the moving paths of V1 and V2.

Rule 4: shrinkage cycle. When two moving edges that are orig-
inally non-neighboring meet, it is called the completion
of a shrinkage cycle. The resulting polygon becomes an
area joined by dangling edges. A dangling edge is one
where one of its end-points does not join any other edge.
Dangling edges cannot be shrunk further and should be
removed, and the remaining area should be shrunk fur-
ther until an empty set is obtained.

The ray-based complete skeleton of a polygon is the point
set given by the intersections of any two moving edges in each
shrinkage cycle.

The ray-based fire propagation model is illustrated by refer-
ring to the L-shaped polygon in Fig. 3a. According to rule 1,
edge ab moves toward a′b′ and line

←→
ab is parallel to line

←→
a′b′.

According to rule 2, the moving trace of vertex a is
−→
aa′, which is

on the angle bisector. According to rule 3, for an interior point p
on edge ab (p = λa+γb), its moving trace is pp′ = λaa′ +γbb′.

According to rule 4, when the two non-neighboring edges
ab and e f meet at edge a′b′, the polygon shrinks to an area
(b′c′d′e′) joined by a dangling edge a′b′. Removing the dan-
gling edge, the remaining area requires further shrinkage. The
resulting ray-based complete skeleton involves nine line seg-
ments where each one is the intersection of two or more moving
edges (Fig. 3b).
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2.2 Critical shrinkage distance

At the end of a shrinkage cycle (Fig. 3a), an edge (cd) moves
to a new edge (c′d′). The orthogonal distance between the two
edges (d1) is called the critical shrinkage distance (CSD). The ac-
cumulated CSD for generating a skeleton vertex V is called the
shrinkage grade of the vertex, denoted by G(V). See Fig. 3a, the
shrinkage grade of e′′ is G(e′′) = (d1 +d2).

2.3 Deriving a ray-based complete skeleton

The algorithmic flow [10] for deriving the ray-based complete
skeleton of a polygon is described below. Given a polygon, the
CSD for a shrinkage cycle is computed first and is followed by
the computing of the result of the shrinkage cycle. The dangling
edges are then removed, and the residual polygonal areas, if they
exist, are further shrunk in the next shrinkage cycle. The shrink-
age cycles are performed repeatedly until no residual area exists
for further shrinkage. Detailed procedures of the algorithm can
be referred in [10].

2.4 Leaf-trimming and graft-trimming

The ray-based skeleton looks more complicated than the original
polygon (Fig. 3b). The leaf-trimming method [10] removes the
skeleton links that are the firing traces of all vertices on the ori-
ginal polygon. An example is shown in Fig. 3c, which is not
exactly L-shaped. The graft-trimming process removes the skele-
ton links that are the firing traces of all vertices in each shrinkage
cycle. Reducing the length of the removed link to zero would
generate a skeleton that is exactly L-shaped (Fig. 3d). Yet, the
graft-trimmed method may produce a null skeleton (empty set)
for non-rectilinear polygons.

3 Area-trimming method

This section describes the area-trimming method for pruning the
ray-based skeleton. Each skeleton link is interpreted as a mod-
eling area inside the polygon. The criteria and the method for
creating such a modeling area are first presented. Then we show
that the union of the modeling areas of all skeleton links is identi-
cal to the original polygon. Finally, the definition of virtual links
and the method used to identify virtual links are described.

3.1 Criteria for defining the modeling area

We propose four criteria for defining the modeling area of
a skeleton link. Let P be a polygon, L be one of its skeleton links
and A(L) be the modeling area of L .

Criterion 1: the area A(L), if shrunk according to the ray-based
propagation rules, would produce a skeleton involv-
ing L .

Criterion 2: A(L) is a polygon.

Criterion 3: each edge on A(L) should be relevant to (i.e., paral-
lel to or collinear with) an edge of polygon P.

Criterion 4: A(L) should be a subset of polygon P.

3.2 Creating polygons for criteria 1 and 2

To meet criteria 1 and 2, we first define the reference area of
a skeleton link, which is a region bounded by two lines and two
circular arcs. The concept is illustrated by Fig. 4c, where V1V2
denotes a link of the ray-based skeleton where G(V1) = r1 and
G(V2) = r2. Let C1 and C2 be the two circles centered at V1 and
V2 with radii r1 and r2, respectively, and let L1 and L2 be the two
lines tangent to both C1 and C2. The region bounded by L1, L2,
A1, and A2 is the reference area of the skeleton link V1V2, where
A1 and A2 are the two circular arcs of C1 and C2 that are tangent
to L1 and L2.

Based on the reference area model, a polygon that meets cri-
teria 1 and 2 can be derived in two steps. As Fig. 5a illustrates,
we first identify any two points X1 and X2, located respectively
on arcs A1 and A2. Next, two lines L3 and L4 are found, tangent
to A1 and A2 at X1 and X2, respectively. The polygon, say P1,
bounded by lines L1, L2, L3, and L4 would satisfy criteria 1 and
2. Namely, if polygon P1 is shrunk according to the ray propa-
gation model, the skeleton link V1V2 would be generated. This
characteristic can easily be proved because V1 is equidistant from
lines L1, L2, and L3; V2 is equidistant from lines L1, L2, and L4.

Fig. 4. a Original polygon. b Ray-based skeleton. c Reference area of
a skeleton link
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Notably, polygons satisfying criteria 1 and 2 are not unique.
We can easily make such a polygon, say P2, by adding two extra
lines to P1, namely L5 and L6, which are respectively tangent to
arc A1 and A2 at other points (Fig. 5b). The polygon P2 would also
meet criteria 1 and 2 according to similar arguments to that for P1 .

3.3 Creating polygons for criteria 3 and 4

The lines bounding the polygon meeting criteria 1 and 2 can be
classified into two sets: the tube line set and the cap line set. For
the skeleton link V1V2 in Fig. 5b, the set of lines {L1, L2}, tan-
gent to both the two arcs A1 and A2, is termed its tube line set.
Meanwhile, the set of lines {L3, L4, L5, L6} tangent to either of
the two arcs A1 and A2 is termed the cap line set of the skeleton
link. Notice that each of the tube lines pass through an edge of
the original polygon.

To meet criterion 3, the cap lines should be relevant to the
polygon edges. One way to meet this criterion is by requesting
the cap lines be collinear with the polygon edges tangent to arc
A1 or arc A2; for example, line L7 and line L8 in Fig. 5c for the
polygon in Fig. 4a. The polygon, say P3, bounded by L1, L2,
L7, and L8, also meets criteria 1 and 2. However, confining cap
lines to all polygon edges tangent to A1 or A2 may not be suf-
ficient, since the resulting polygon may be larger than the area
bounded by the original polygon (Fig. 6a), or no such cap line
exists (Fig. 6b).

To overcome these drawbacks, a cap line is proposed for each
polygon edge that is not tangent to A1 or A2. If a polygon edge
is not tangent to any of the two arcs, the line collinear with the
edge should be offset toward the interior of the polygon until it

Fig. 5a–d. The process for deriving the modeling area of a skeleton link.
a Polygon that meets both criteria 1 and 2. b Polygon that meets both crite-
ria 1 and 2. c Polygon that meets criteria 1 and 2 may not meet criterion 3.
d Polygon that meets criteria 1, 2, and 3

Fig. 6a,b. Two drawbacks
of polygons that only
meet criteria 1 and 2.
a The polygon is larger
than the original polygon.
b Cap lines may not exist

is tangent to either A1 or A2. As Fig. 5d and Fig. 4b show, line
L9 is derived as the cap line of edge E5. The polygon derived in
this manner is termed the modeling area (M-area) of the skeleton
link. The M-area of a skeleton link L is denoted by A(L).

Given a polygon P = {e1, e2, . . .em} – where ei is a polygon
edge – and its ray-based skeleton S = {s1, s2, . . .. . .sn}, where sk

is a skeleton link, let the line passing through ei be Ni , and the
half-space divided by Ni , which includes the firing path of ei , be
Hi . The procedure for creating A(sk)is summarized below.

Step 1: for a skeleton link sk, determine its two end-points (V1
and V2) and its shrinkage grades (r1 and r2).

Step 2: determine the two circles (C1 and C2) centered at V1 and
V2 with radii r1 and r2.

Step 3: determine tube lines Lt1 and Lt2 and the two circular
arcs A1 and A2. Lti denotes a line tangent to both C1 and
C2, while Ai is an arc on Ci with its two end-points on
Lt1 and Lt2.

Step 4: determine the cap lines.
For (i = 1 to m)

/*Determine the cap line Lci with respect to sk for each
polygon edge ei */
If Ni intersects sk, then Lci = null

Else if sk �⊂ Hi , then Lci = null
Else if Ni is tangent to either A1 or A2, then Lci = Ni

Else
Offset Ni toward sk until it is tangent to either C1 or
C2.
Let the offset of Ni be N ′

i .
If N ′

i is tangent to A1 or A2, then Lci = N ′
i

Else Lci = null
End

Step 5: for Lt j ( j = 1, 2) and Lci , determine the half spaces that
contain sk which are termed Hti and Hci

Step 6: determine the M-area of sk

A(sk) = (∩
j

Ht j)∩ (∩
i

Hci)
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Notice that the reference area of a skeleton link is inside the
original polygon. For each polygon edge that tends to move to-
ward the reference area, a cap line or a tube line is defined to
enclose the reference area. The M-area thus formed is a convex
polygon and would meet criterion 4, i.e., A(L) is a subset of the
original polygon or A(L) ⊂ P.

3.4 Union of M-areas of all skeleton links

The M-area of a skeleton link has one important characteristic.
The union of the M-areas of all skeleton links is identical to the
original polygon. Before explaining the rationale, two character-
istics of the ray-based skeleton are introduced.

First, an edge on a polygon will shrink to a set of mutu-
ally connected line segments (termed the shrunk line segments),
and the two end-points of the line segments are the two ver-
tices of the edge. Furthermore, the region bounded by the edge
and its shrunk line segments is a polygon. As shown in Fig. 7a,
V0V4 is an edge of polygon P, and its shrunk line segments in-
volve four mutually connected segments – namely, V0V1, V1V2,
V2V3, V3V4 – while its two end vertices are V0 and V4. The re-
gion bounded by edge V0V4 and its four shrunk line segments is
a polygon denoted by S(V0V4) and indicates that the edge V0V4

would move over the shrunk region S(V0V4) thoroughly during
ray propagation.

Second, a polygon can be decomposed into several sub-areas,
each of which corresponds to the shrunk region of a polygon edge.
Furthermore, the union of these sub-areas is identical to the ori-

Fig. 7a,b. Union of all modeling areas is identical to the original polygon.
a The modeling area is a subset of original polygon. b The original polygon
is a subset of the union of all modeling areas

ginal polygon. As illustrated in Fig. 7a, the polygon has been de-
composed into five sub-areas Si(1 ≤ i ≤ 5),where Si denotes the
shrunk region of edge ei . Once the resulting ray-based skeleton is
produced, no more areas should exist for further shrinkage. This
implies that the polygon has been thoroughly decomposed by the
ray-based skeleton or polygon P = ∪5

j=1 Sj . That is, each point in
the interior of the polygon only belongs to a particular sub-area.

Let P be a polygon, {ej , j = 1, . . . , n} be the edges of P,
{Li , i = 1, . . . , m} be the skeleton link of P, H(ej ) be the shrunk
region of edge ej , and S = ∪m

i=1 A(Li) be the union of the model-
ing areas of all skeleton links. As stated, polygon P is completely
decomposed by the shrunk regions, P = ∪n

j=1 H(ej ). We can eas-
ily derive S ⊂ P, because A(Li) ⊂ P for i = 1, . . . , m. If we can
prove that P ⊂ S, then P = S.

To prove P ⊂ S or {∪n
j=1 H(ej )} ⊂ S, we merely have to

show that the shrunk region of each edge is a subset of S, i.e.,
H(ej ) ⊂ S. A shrunk region can be decomposed into several
projection areas, H(ej) = ∪k PJ(Lk), where PJ(Lk) denotes the
projection area associated with skeleton link Lk . As shown in
Fig. 7b, V0Vn is an edge on a polygon, and its shrunk line seg-
ments are V0V1, V1V2, . . . , Vn−1Vn . The orthogonal projection
of Vi on edge V0Vn is designated as V ′

i . For a skeleton link
Vi Vi+1, the area bounded by polygon V ′

i Vi Vi+1V ′
i+1, called the

projection area of the skeleton link Vi Vi+1, is a subset of the ref-
erence area of Vi Vi+1 and is a subset of its M-area (Fig. 7b). That
is, each projection area of a skeleton link is a subset of its M-
area; i.e., PJ(Lk) ⊂ A(Lk). This further implies that the shrunk
region of each edge is a subset of S; i.e., H(ej ) = {∪PJ(Lk)} ⊂
{∪A(Lk)} = S. Therefore, P = ∪j H(ej) ⊂ S. Since P ⊂ S and
S ⊂ P, we can deriveP = S = ∪A(Lk).

3.5 Virtual links

Each link of the ray-based skeleton has an M-area, and the union
of the M-areas of all links is identical to the area bounded by
the original polygon. However, some skeleton links may be re-
dundant in terms of area modeling and are called virtual links.
A skeleton link that is not a virtual link is termed a real link.
A virtual link is defined as described below.

Let L be a link on a ray-based skeleton and Li (i = 1, . . .m)
be the links neighboring L; their M-areas are A(L) and A(Li).
Link L is a virtual link if a neighboring link Lk exists such that
A(L) ⊂ A(Lk) and A(L) �= A(Lk).

The procedure for deriving virtual links and real links is pre-
sented below. Let P be a polygon, while {Li , i = 1, . . . , m} is
the set of skeleton links of P, and A(Li) is the modeling area of
link Li .
Step 1: let R = {Li , i = 1, . . . m,} and V= Ø
Step 2: for ( i = 1 to m )

{Identify the neighboring links of Li .
Check if Li is a virtual link.
If Li is virtual link, V ← Li , R = R – {Li}.
Else

End}
Step 3: output R and V , where R denotes the set of real links and
V represents the set of virtual links.
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Fig. 8a–k. Modeling area of each skeleton link. a Polygon with skeleton.
b–i Modeling area of link b-i. j Union of all modeling areas. k A-trimmed
skeleton

The set of real links of a ray-based skeleton is termed
the area-based trimmed skeleton (A-trimmed skeleton). The A-
trimmed skeleton can be described by a tree structure that can
be derived from the complete skeleton by reducing the length of
virtual links to zero while maintaining their connections with its
adjacent links. That is, virtual links are removed and their neigh-
boring real links are joined together.

Figure 8 displays the M-areas of the eight skeleton links of
a polygon. Following the procedure for identifying virtual links,
the ray-based skeleton can finally be characterized as having three
real links {b, e, i} and five virtual links {c, d, f, g, h}, since A(c) ⊂
A(i), A( f) ⊂ A(i), A(h) ⊂ A(i), A(d) ⊂ A(b), A(g) ⊂ A(e). Fig-
ure 8k shows the resulting A-trimmed skeleton after removing vir-
tual links. The union of the real links A(b)∪ A(e)∪ A(i) is identi-
cal to the area bounded by the original polygon.

4 Analysis and comparison

This section first analyzes the differences among the skeletons
that are based on the ray propagation model. Then, possible
modifications of the MAT, a wave-based skeleton, are justi-

fied. Finally, for some non-rectilinear polygons, the proposed
A-trimmed skeletons are compared with other skeletons.

4.1 Ray-based skeletons

As stated above, derivation of the A-trimmed skeleton for a poly-
gon involves two steps. The first step is to generate the ray-based
complete skeleton by applying a grass-firing paradigm that uses
the ray-based propagation model. The second step is to trim the
ray-based complete skeleton based on an area-trimming method-
ology The leaf-trimming skeleton [10], the graft-trimming skele-
ton [11], and the A-trimming skeleton proposed in this paper are
all based on the ray-based fire propagation model. Each of the
three skeletons is generated by pruning the ray-based complete
skeletons, but are based on different trimming methods. The leaf-
trimming method removes the skeleton link that is on the firing
traces of all vertices on the original polygon. The graft-trimming
method removes the skeleton links that is on the firing traces of
all vertices in each shrinkage cycle. These two trimming methods
are relatively heuristic and their applications to non-rectilinear
polygons would generate skeletons not similar to the original
polygons. The A-trimming method on the other hand is more
systematic; it removes the skeleton links whose modeling areas
tend to be redundant in characterizing the original polygon.

The A-trimmed skeleton in essence is an area decompos-
ition approach. That is, the area of a polygon is decomposed
into several areas and each area is modeled by a real skeleton
link. Virtual links, on the other hand, denote the connecting rela-
tionships between real links. That is, they imply the neighboring
relationships among the decomposed areas. Notice that the de-
composed areas may mutually overlap.

4.2 Possible modification of the MAT

From the above discussion, the A-trimmed skeleton, as a global
shape descriptor, seems better than the MAT. Readers may won-
der whether the MAT could be improved by making some mod-
ifications. One possibility is to remove the “seam edges” [12]
from the MAT. The seam edges are the skeleton links located
on the bisector of two neighboring edges of the original poly-
gon, and the resulting skeleton is called the trimmed-MAT. The
trimmed-MAT by nature cannot eliminate the inclusion of curved
segments due to the application of the wave-base propagation
model. Another possibility for further improving the MAT is to
replace the curved segment on the trimmed MAT by a line seg-
ment. This again cannot resolve the problem of being sensitive to
small geometrical variations, as illustrated in Fig. 2.

The MAT, in fact, cannot be trimmed from the perspective of
characterizing a polygon by area decomposition. Each skeleton
link in both the ray-based complete skeleton and the MAT indi-
vidually models an area. For the two types of skeletons, the union
of the modeling areas of all links is identical to the original poly-
gon. Some links in the ray-based skeleton are virtual and can be
removed. Yet, each skeleton link in the MAT is a real link and
cannot be removed.
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According to the definition of the MAT, the modeling area
of a point on a skeleton link is a disc that fits inside the object
but is not a subset of any other maximum inscribed circle of the
object. Consequently, for the MAT, each skeleton link is a real
link; that is, no link can be removed in characterizing a polygon.
Suppose one particular point on a skeleton link can be removed.
Then its modeling area (a disc) must be a subset of some other
discs; this is in conflict with the definition of the MAT. There-
fore, each point on a skeleton link is indispensable from the
perspective of area modeling. This feature implies that the MAT
cannot be further simplified based on the concept of polygonal
area decomposition.

One fundamental difference between the A-trimmed skeleton
and the MAT is the fire propagation model. The fire propagates
like a ray in the A-trimmed skeleton, yet propagates like a wave
in the MAT. The ray propagation feature implies that each skele-
ton link of the A-trimmed skeleton is linear. That is, the linearity
of polygons is preserved in the ray-based propagation model. In
the wave-based propagation model, linearity cannot be preserved
and certainly cannot be recovered by heuristically replacing the
curved segments by line segments.

4.3 Examples

This research has tested many examples for comparing the A-
trimmed skeleton with others. Some of the examples are shown
in Fig. 9, where the A-trimmed skeleton is compared with the
ray-based skeleton, the leaf-trimmed skeleton, and the graft-
trimmed skeleton. Notice that the inherent drawbacks of the
MAT and the trimmed-MAT skeletons have been analyzed, as

Fig. 9a–d. Comparison of various skeletons. a Polygon and ray-based skele-
ton. b The leaf-trimmed skeleton. c The graft-trimmed skeleton. d The
A-trimmed skeleton, where • denotes an empty set

illustrated in Fig. 2. From these examples, we can see that the A-
trimmed skeleton is a better global shape descriptor than others
in modeling a polygon.

5 Concluding remarks

This study presents a new global shape descriptor for a poly-
gon, termed the area-trimmed (A-trimmed) skeleton. Derivation
of the A-trimmed skeleton for a polygon involves two steps.
The first step is to generate the ray-based complete skeleton by
applying a grass-firing paradigm that uses the ray-based propa-
gation model. The second step is to prune the ray-based complete
skeleton based on an area-trimming method. The area-trimming
method appears more logical than the trimming methods pro-
posed in the literature [10, 11].

The A-trimmed skeleton also performs better in modeling
polygons in the application of object classification than does the
traditional definition of skeletons given by Blum in the 1960s [4],
which has been used by most researchers during the past three
decades. Likewise, the A-trimmed skeleton is also superior to the
leaf-trimmed skeleton [10] and the graft-trimmed skeleton [11]
in this application.

The following features distinguish the A-trimmed skeleton.
First, the A-trimmed skeleton is structurally more concise than
previous approaches, and does not include any curved segments.
Second, the appearance of the A-trimmed skeleton closely re-
sembles its polygon, since it was developed based on the idea
of area decomposition. Third, the A-trimmed skeleton provides
a novel concept that indicates virtual links in the skeleton are re-
dundant in terms of area modeling. That is, when the modeling
areas of virtual links are excluded, the union of the remaining
modeling areas remains identical to the original polygon. The
concept of virtual links provides a theoretical basis for explain-
ing why the A-trimmed skeleton is inherently more concise than
others, and more closely resembles the global shape of the ori-
ginal polygon.

The A-trimmed skeleton, like other global shape descriptors
of polygons, can be applied to the automatic classification of
prismatic parts [1] and punched parts [2]. Meanwhile, the clus-
tered objects can be used to facilitate fixture [3] or part design by
a “design-by-retrieval” paradigm.
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